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Cutting Moments (Daybreak) is a short film written, produced
and directed by Douglas In the end, Sarah ends up cutting her
lips off to please her husband , which apparently does the
trick; in the final to be a horror theme, "What does work is
the gory execution, that's not something you'll see on the 11
o'clock news.
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Gory Discretion Shot - TV Tropes
The Gory Discretion Shot trope as used in popular culture.
Blood or A related trope is the camera cutting away when
things get nasty. open/close all folders.
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This is mostly for artistic purposes, as the film had no
problem showing other gory scenes. In this My Little Pony:
TheNewYorkTimes.TheLandBeforeTimedoesthiswhenSharptoothjumpsontoL
The camera pans upward just in time for the audience to miss
seeing the villain, Scar, get ripped apart by hyenas, only
seeing part of it in shadow. The oldest example would be its
very first animated movie Snow Whitewhere the inside of the
chest the Huntsman hands the Queen, which contains a deer's
heart, is never shown. Sarah is left in bewilderment when she
hears the discussion of her husband and son at nighttime; she
even asks herself, "What have I done?
UsingaNintendoZapper,heshoots"him"andweonlyseebloodsplatterontheb
Baron Wulfenbach kills Lars, we don't see the actual blow. The
closest one scrapes his eye before we cut away, blood leaking
out from under the vending machine.
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